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Professor Jose Maceda's only full-length book, Gong and Bamboo. A Panorama of Philippine Music Instruments documents a life-long research on the musics of the Philippines and Asia. The book is in two parts. Part I is a set of five essays on music instruments in northern and southern Philippines. The five essays are entitled, “Introduction”, “The Negrito Group”, “The Cordillera Group of Northern Luzon”, “The South” and “Historical and Musical Perspectives.” Part II is a set of three parts prepared by Marialita Tamanio-Yraola - the photographs of musical instruments, tables of native term of music instruments and their language groups, and a glossary and index of native terms, including a list of photo contributors and their photographs.

While the title highlights two specific types - gongs, or bronze musical instruments, and bamboo, with many varied forms found in the region, many other types of music instruments found in the Philippines are